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OFELIA ARLOTTA AND ROSA BAZO FOUNDED THE
architectural and interior design firm of Arlotta-Bazo & Associates, Inc. in 1990.
The firm’s philosophy is one of personalized and thoughtful attention to its clients’
needs and visions. Best known for their elegant and classic designs, Arlotta and Bazo
take pride in their firm’s versatility for creating refined and sophisticated custom
residences in a variety of architectural styles, from contemporary to French to
Mediterranean. The designers and their team have helped create high-end custom
homes, residential community developments and commercial projects all over the
United States and Latin America. Arlotta-Bazo & Associates, Inc. blends its sensitivity
for detail with scale and function for a unified design that is in harmony with each
and every site. Its diversified and dedicated design and technical professionals are
willing to work intimately with the firm’s clients to achieve their objectives while
adhering to budget and time restraints. Arlotta Bazo & Associates, Inc. is the recipient
of several gold and silver Fame awards, and was named Best Custom Architects by
Miami’s The SunPost. License Nos. AA-C002115; IB-C000217

ABOVE:

Classic and contemporary, this grand residence

exudes Mediterranean grace with stone veneer,
scrolled iron railings and wood details. A loggia
anchored by two rows of columns, bottom right,
also serves as a walkway for the spa.

ABOVE:

Coffered ceilings, arches and wall paneling accentuate the casual elegance

of the family and breakfast areas. Clean lines and natural materials continue in
the kitchen with the sleek look of wenge wood and stainless steel.
TOP LEFT:

The master bathroom retreat serves as a space for quiet reflection.

Clean lines and natural materials continue with the cascading sunken tub.
BOTTOM LEFT:

A covered terrace features a summer kitchen and an outdoor sitting

area. Comfortable wicker furniture offers traditional contrast to modern barstools.

